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Introduction

This design and access statement has
been submitted in support of a
temporary
planning
application
comprising four recycled shipping
containers for two Small and Medium
Enterprise companies. The shipping
containers are proposed to be located
within the external area outside the
front of Block H which is located on the
corner of Webster and Clements Road as
a meanwhile use.
The current site is used as part of the
wider redevelopment of the Biscuit
Factory and campus site. The containers
are proposed for a temporary period to
make beneficial use of what is currently
under-utilised hardstanding on the site.
The current site is functional in nature
and appearance, used for ad-hoc parking
and occasional external storage but
otherwise contributing little. This part of
the site is entirely separate from the
Compass School playground and is not
accessible by the school children.

Existing view of Block H from Webster Road

Existing view of Block H from above

The redevelopment of the entire site will
be phased and therefore this initiative
provides an opportunity to create a
meanwhile use on site during the course
of construction.

The Temporary Proposed Use
The containers would be used for self-contained, sustainable
food growing. They would be operated by Crate-to-Plate and
Greenlab which are businesses with a focus on sustainability and
innovative food production. Both companies have a presence
already in Southwark and are keen to remain, and which
Grosvenor are keen to support as a productive meanwhile use of
this currently under-utilised part of the site prior to its future
development (pursuant to planning permission 17/AP/4088).
Indicative image of Greenlab container*

Internal image of Crate to Plate container*
* Not to scale

Indicative image of Crate to Plate plant housing*

Proposed Operators
Crate to Plate is a Small and Medium Enterprise. Their mission is
to supply the local community for any given site where they set
up production with fresh, pesticide-free, high quality leafy greens
all year round. Their objective is to have minimal (or zero) carbon
footprint in transporting the produce from farm to consumer.
They will achieve this by delivering produce using electric cargo
bikes or electric vans, depending on volume.
This business offers:
• A solution for sustainable production of leafy greens in
London, with a full range of produce including lettuce, rocket,
kale, spinach, herbs, microgreens and more
• State-of-the-art hydroponics technology, using purpose-built
containers that allow them to fully control farming conditions
• With LED lighting and an automated nutrient delivery system,
container growing machines create the optimal growth
environment.
• Improved environmental sustainability –drastically reduced
consumption of water and fewer greenhouse gases emitted
during production and transportation.

Greenlab is a Small and Medium Enterprise who seek to create
greater awareness of how our food systems work to enable
individuals and communities to grow their own. Their ethos is to:
• Radically change the way our food is produced and consumed
and to catalyse new sustainable food systems that balance
health and nutritional outcomes with ecological principles that
have people and the planet at its heart.
• Empower individuals and communities with skills and
knowledge to grow their own (sustainable and nutritional)
food based on ecological principles.
• Accelerate change for good within our food systems by funding
and accelerating the growth and impact of innovative and bold
new ideas.
To date Green Lab has been operating from the Grosvenor
Campus site in Bermondsey which is now under development.
They managed a circular economy and closed loop business
incubator (early stage start-ups), education programme (KS2
through to post grad), agriculture research facility and community
outreach programme. They would like to continue their work
within the Bermondsey community.

Design and Layout

Proposed Layout
The proposed container structure for both tenants is
particularly green in material terms being 100% recycled. The
base material for the structures having had a useful life as in
effect packaging and then been repurposed to rehouse this
initiative. At the end of the temporary period there is the
possibly of moving to another site or alternatively the
structures are capable of being recycled as scrap steel.
The proposed recycled containers are the following sizes,
Greenlab Exterior Dimensions (in feet): 20' long x 8' wide x 8'
6” high. Exterior Dimensions (in meters): 6.10m long x 2.44m
wide x 2.59m high. The Crate to Plate containers would
measure 40ft (12.2m) long, 8ft (2.4m) wide, and 8.5ft (2.6m)
height.
All containers are well below the height of the existing buildings
on site and would be situated circa 20m from the nearest
adjacent residential properties and would therefore not have
an impact on outlook or daylight/sunlight received by those
nearby flats. The containers are configured to sit side-by-side
such that only one container would be visible when viewed
from Webster Road. We would also note that 2no of the
containers are situated adjacent to Webster Road, but two are
located on the other side of the site (adjacent to Clements
Road) and circa 50m from the nearest residential use.
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The containers would be visible behind the fencing of the site, but would
be painted with branding and a clean, contemporary finish and potentially
incorporate elements of urban greening on their exterior and roof in order
to ensure a positive external appearance and have some visual interest
(rather than simply appearing as old shipping containers). The containers
would therefore give a clear indication of their sustainable/urban
agriculture purpose and ensure there was not a negative appearance on
the local streetscape for the temporary period in which they are installed.
Greenlab’s proposed layout includes the two 20ft containers which are
constructed of reclaimed and recycled timber placed juxtaposed with a
canvas rain covering to create an outdoor space that permits outdoor
workshops activities in all weather conditions.
The boundary fence within the site would be made from recycled bamboo
at a maximum height of 1.5 meters. The area will feature planters made
from reclaimed materials repurposed from a previous Grosvenor site.
Green walls will be ivy based and include perennials, and there will be
planters for leafy greens and vegetables.
The containers will have a clear polycarbonate roof connecting them to
create a covered outdoor space with the rear of the containers including a
projection wall for educational activities. In addition, there will be the
inclusion of a geodesic dome – lightweight portable wood structure acting
as a greenhouse and food futures demonstration space.
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GreenLab Indicative Digital Image
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Material Lab (20ft Container)

Greenlab Proposed
Site Layout

This is proposed as a place for research and discovery with a sink, water
supply drainage, library, dryers, microscope and workbenches for members
of the Green Lab community to work and explore new organic materials and
early stage idea development. The Lab would include a material library with
samples of natural and organic materials that can be used for construction ,
textiles, fashion and retail.
Green Lab Workshop (20ft Container)
A workshop focused predominantly for agriculture and food system-based
research - access to workbenches, library, tools, equipment (agriculture and
biological) and technology (including 3D printer) would create a rich
experience for Green Lab community members to use the equipment for
education, research and early stage idea development.
Covered Canvas Area (container to container)

Covered Outdoor Workshop
The covered ‘lean to’ currently located on the side of Building H will house a
2000 litre fish based system – Koi Carp this will provide nutrients for an
Aquaponics Garden demonstrating closed loop agriculture and food
production.

Webster Road

The covered area is to be used for circular economy and closed loop related
workshops - particularly focused on organic material development, urban
agriculture and food systems. The structure will attach to the two shipping
containers and form an integral part of the Green Lab experience, allowing the
team to operate in all weather conditions.

Soil Planters
The planters are being repurposed from Building A which is located on the
Campus site next to Compass School with soil based growing methods – most
likely irrigated using locally supplied water.
Vertical Garden
Hardy Perennial herb garden (rosemary, thyme, oregano, mint) with seasonal
strawberries - using a single Nutrient Flow Technique (water flow) method to
provide nutrients to the plants.
Vermiculture
Worm farms taking food waste (coffee, leafy greens) breaking these down into
compost and nutrients for urban farming. Note: these do not smell, they are
covered and protected from rodents.

Clements Road

Proximity of the Proposed Containers to The
Existing Trees On Site
Two of the proposed containers would be situated beneath the London Plane tree canopy on
Webster Road, but would not in any way interfere with the tree rooting or its trunk, which is
situated on the street and separated from the shipping containers by the fence surrounding the
site. The proposals do not require any groundworks or intrusion into the existing hardstanding.
The temporary installation of the containers would therefore have no impact on existing trees.
For further information, please refer to the Arboricultural Impact Assessment prepared by Tim
Moya Associates as attached in Appendix 1.
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Proposed Operation

Proposed Operation
If approved, the recycled shipping containers would be delivered to the site and
unloaded using a HIAB lorry which would take place on-site and could be
arranged to be undertaken at off-peak times, to minimise disruption to amenity
or local traffic. There is no requirement for ground preparation or excavation
into the existing hardstanding. The containers would simply sit on the existing
hardstanding.
In terms of their operation the containers are very discreet / low impact and
they do not require any regular maintenance or servicing. They are small-scale
operations which have operated successfully elsewhere in the Borough in close
proximity to residential and other sensitive receptors in urban environments.
The containers are not publicly accessible, and all the management and
husbandry of the plants takes place within the containers. Their operation does
not involve any activities that will cause an adverse impact on local amenity, nor
will there be any noise impact.
There is no HVAC system to two of the containers situated at the eastern side of
the site (to be operated by Greenlab). At the rear of the farms (to be operated
by Crate to Plate), they will have a minor transformer attached to the 2no
containers adjacent to Webster Road in order to regulate temperature. The
dimensions are: 1095mm Wide x 680mm Depth x 1320mm High. It is Moss
Green in colour and should blend well with the environment. The transformer
operates at a low level and would not have an adverse impact on local amenity.
Please see slide 3 for an image of the transformer.
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Crate to Plate will have two farmers located on site at any one
time and normal operational hours would be 9am - 5pm Monday
to Friday and 10am -3pm on Saturdays. Delivery and unload from
the HIAB lorry typically takes 20 minutes per container so can be
undertaken quickly and with minimal disruption. All employees
will travel to site by either public transport or by bicycle. Cycle
storage is already provided outside the entrance to Block H and
has the capacity to provide cycle storage for this application

Greenlab will have a maximum of 5 employees based on site at
any one time. Their standard operational hours would be 8am 6pm with the occasional evening use in the summer up to 9pm.
Their activities don't have any noise issues generally, unless there
is a public engagement i.e. with a local school. There won’t be
any formal deliveries required. All employees will travel to site by
either public transport or bike. There is bike storage outside the
entrance to Block H.
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Community Engagement

Community Engagement
Both operators wish to engage with the local community.
Crate to Plate would aim to engage meaningfully with the local community and run a number of outreach and education programmes.
Community outreach programme options could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities to provide side(s) of the container as a blank canvas for artwork by local children, or in association with local school
on the site;
In partnership with local schools and organisations, offer educational opportunities, explaining key concepts around urban
farming, hydroponics, and sustainable food production;
A Crate to Plate ambassador could visit local schools to promote the key themes of their business.
Opportunities for local community (including local schools) to attend and participate in seeding and harvesting
Opportunities for local community to visit and meet the farmer at regular ‘open days’
Crate to Plate could attend local food / farmers’ markets, and community-led projects to showcase produce
Local community internship / apprenticeship program, in partnership with local colleges

Greenlab would seek to:
•
•
•
•

develop an ongoing programme of activities focused on urban farming, biodiversity and wellbeing - a combination of participatory
activities, events and workshops including for example, kombucha and how to grow.
engage with schools to promote agriculture and food systems working with a charity called Inspire https://www.inspireebp.org.uk/ (continuation of a 3 year relationship)
Organise public workshops i.e. kombucha, how to grow etc…
Consider an adopt a planter for local residents and/or school classes
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Appendix 1
Arboricultural Memo
Tree Constraints – Container Installation
Block H

Arboricultural Memo
Project
Date

TMA150903 – The Bermondsey Project
6th January 2021

Distribution

Elisha McAuley
Matt Johnson
Erin Gillard
Heather Topel

Re:

Grosvenor
Grosvenor
Gerald Eve
Gerald Eve

Tree Constraints – Container installation Block H

SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES
Storage containers are required within The Campus site adjacent to Block H.
Grosvenor seek to implement the installation of these containers within a temporary
use application.
The containers will be placed to the west of Block H adjacent to the London plane tree
T179 on Webster Road and to the south of Block H adjacent to T8 and G181 within
the site.
The site is currently hard surfaced therefore an element of ground protection for the
tree roots already exists. The installation of the containers will not have an impact on
the trees so long as some basic principle are adhered to.
The following principles are taken from the approved Arboricultural Method Statement
for Phase 1 of the development:

1.0

Compound area and welfare facilities

1.1

Site cabins, welfare facilities and storage areas are required within the root
protection area of retained trees and therefore specialist design, detailed

below, will be implemented to facilitate the requirements of the site without
impacting on the health and condition of the trees.
1.2

Facilities and storage will need to be positioned above existing ground level
and placed on ground protection suitable to withstand the proposed load
without compaction to the underlying soil. For site cabins and containers this
may include foundation pads and/or railway sleepers.

1.3

There must be sufficient clearance between the units and the crown of the trees
to ensure successful installation and removal without damaging lower
branches.

Figure 10 - Containers and welfare units within RPA: Storage containers
and welfare units may be placed and supported on above-ground
structures such as pads, blocks and scaffolding.

There is sufficient clearance beneath the beneath the canopy of the trees and as some
level of ground protection already exists, the containers only require sleepers or
another light support system to raise them off the ground.

Edward Cleverdon
Senior Arboricultural Consultant

arb o ri cu l t u r e

e c ol ogy

l an ds cape

in n o vatio n

The Barn, FeltimoresPark, Chalk Lane,Harlow, Essex CM17 0PF
0845 094 3268

|

info@tma-consultants.co.uk

|

www.timmoyaassociates.co.uk

Tim Moya Associates is a trading name of Tim Moya Tree Services Ltd. Company Reg No. 3028475

Appendix 2
Block H Elevations

